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Mr. BARR of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, all across America, there is a growing level of concern about a perceived culture of violence and apathy among many of our young people. In response, parents, teachers, students, and political leaders have been searching for ways to counteract these trends. I am pleased to report to the House of Representatives that one high school principal in my Congressional District is truly helping to provide a solution to this problem. That principal is Bill Parsons, and the school where he serves is Troup High School in LaGrange, Georgia.

Several years ago, Bill Parsons was working at West Point Elementary School in Troup County. At the time, he came to the realization disrespectful behavior is due, at least in part, to a lack of understanding among students about what it means to develop good character, and how having moral and courteous habits can help students lead better lives. For this reason, he instituted a character education program that resulted in a significant and immediate drop in disciplinary referrals.

Word about Principal Bill Parsons’ work quickly spread, and his efforts became the model for similar character education programs across the Southeast. In addition to speaking about his program across the country, Bill Parsons is now working to implement a similar program that brings parents, teachers, students, businesses, and community leaders together to hammer home the message: character really does count.

I salute Bill Parsons for his crusade to make building good character a part of every child’s education. I urge my colleagues in Congress to look to his example, and do everything we can to support efforts such as his.
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Mr. RADANOVICH. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to recognize the Hmong Youth Foundation’s Fourth Annual Summer Festival. This Festival is a successful effort in an effort to provide Hmong Youth, many of whom are challenged with language barriers, with opportunities to engage in fun, and educational activities.

The Foundation was organized to give Hmong Youth a place where students can congregate as colleagues holding common fears, hopes and goals. The primary objective is to give students opportunities to excel in academic pursuits and to award scholarships. Before awarding scholarships, a strong after school infrastructure must be developed to provide a learning center and good environment. Many of the students come from economically disadvantaged families due to the
fact that a majority of Hmong adults are unable to speak English. The result is that many Hmong adults are unable to hold higher paying jobs.

Hmong youth are constantly challenged due to the difficulties of social assimilation, lost opportunities and juvenile crime temptations. The Hmong Youth Foundation seeks to give every child the opportunity to succeed and overcome negative obstacles. The Foundation pursues every avenue available through collaboration with other Hmong and Southeast refugee self-help organizations, as well as non-Asian agencies. The response has been very positive, as the Foundation does not duplicate any existing service provider’s intent.

Hmong students in Fresno County have excelled in academic excellence and thus, have received many accolades. Among them are annual Hmong valedictorians in the Fresno and Clovis Unified School Districts. The Hmong Youth Foundation’s intent is to help as many students as possible so that even greater success will follow.

Mr. Speaker, I rise to recognize the Hmong Youth Foundation for its service to the community. I urge my colleagues to join me in wishing the foundation many more years of continued success.
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Mr. OSE. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to join with the people of California’s 3rd Congressional district to support the expansion of the Calpine Sutter Power Plant, a long-standing business in Sutter County.

Sutter County, situated just north of Sacramento between the Sacramento and Feather Rivers, has access to three state universities, a major metropolitan airport, the State Capitol, and recreational areas of the Sierra Mountain Range. However, with double-digit unemployment, a local economy almost solely dependent on agriculture, the lack of adequate power, and the annual danger of flooding in the upper Sacramento Valley, Sutter County also faces many challenges.

Today, Sutter County is celebrating the groundbreaking of Calpine’s new plant site, which will increase its property tax base by at least $300 million. The new plant will provide clean, low-cost power for economic development, employ up to 250 construction workers for twenty months, create at least twenty new family-wage, full-time jobs, and provide significant revenues to local businesses.

Additionally, Calpine has proposed a 10-year, $2.5 million private funding program for improving levees and storm drainage facilities in Sutter County. The funds will be distributed directly to the Sutter County Water Agency and the County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, which will have final authority over how the funds are spent.

I commend Calpine and people of Sutter County for their commitment and investment in their community through new jobs, increased tax revenue, clean, reliable, low-cost electricity, and willingness to work together toward local flood control solutions. This another example of communities and communities working together to define a vision and successfully achieve common goals.
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Mr. KIND. Mr. Speaker, today I rise to pay tribute to the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge on the occasion of its 75th Anniversary.

The Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge is very important to the heritage and environmental conservation efforts of the Midwest. The refuge’s mission is to provide public benefits associated with fish, wildlife, and wild areas by reserving the Upper Mississippi flood plain ecosystem for the enjoyment and use of this and future generations. For the past 75 years the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge has provided essential habitat for a wide variety of plants, fish, migratory birds, and other animals.

As a boy growing up on the north side of LaCrosse near the Mississippi River, I developed a special connection to the river. My fond memories of past camping trips on the river’s sand bars and fishing with my friends have helped me to see first hand the importance of responsible stewardship. These boyhood impressions of the river have inspired me to work to protect the Great Mississippi from environmental damage.

As one of the four co-chairmen of the Upper Mississippi River Congressional Task Force (UMRTF), I have had an opportunity to effectively address stewardship issues pertinent to the Upper Mississippi River and adjacent lands. With the help of the UMRTF, attention has successfully been focused on the importance of refugees in the Upper Mississippi River Basin and their need for funding.

In recent years, the refugees have been asked to do more and more with less and less funding. Although the refugees have received added responsibilities, funding for maintenance, habitat restoration and outreach have all faced budget shortfalls. The Upper Mississippi Refuge currently lacks a full-time refuge manager. Although the master plan for the refuge calls for 60 staff members, only 28 staff are currently employed. With the aid of the Task Force, I am working to address this problem.

As a direct result of UMRTF efforts, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will increase refuge maintenance funding for the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge, and the Mark Twain National Wildlife Refuge by $1 million in fiscal year 1999. In the future, the Task Force will continue to focus attention on these refugees and the key roles they fill in providing essential habitat for a wide variety of plants, fish migratory birds and other animals.

The Mississippi River is truly an environmental treasure. The Upper Mississippi refuge system plays a crucial role in protecting this national treasure so that current and future generations can enjoy the same environmental, recreational and economic benefits that we have enjoyed in the past.